Sun in Libra/Moon in Virgo:
Civil Councilor
You have a strong need to express yourself and express your views. Bashfulness and
timidity often stop you from meeting the right people even though you want very much
to be well liked. Instead of trying so much to win social recognition by being what you
believe people want you to be, you have to learn to be yourself. In your combination,
there is a bonding of the logical ability and critical faculties of Virgo along with the
aesthetic understanding and social consciousness of Libra, making you a very
insightful and rational individual. Until you are asked a question or your views are
requested, you are calm, reserved, and a little standoffish. After that you will answer
with a long lecture. You like to examine and reason things out and you are essentially
excellent at that. Your interpretations are almost always correct. Two Libra-Virgos are
William Faulkner and Miguel Cervantes, and their work shows the extraordinary
insight of this combination. You may find yourself compromising some of your very
high ideals just to be part of the group. Being with the right people can increase your
influence, so you should attempt to broaden the intellectual and creative talents you
can give to the world. Areas such the legal field, social services, writing and the
medical profession can use your extraordinary insight and logical ability. You can
easily get perplexed and agitated if your surroundings are tension-filled and, like all
Libras, you need calm, accord, and equilibrium. Look inside yourself to find peace of
mind. Quiet contemplation and meditation are excellent for the high-strung LibraVirgo. Equilibrium, form, and design are your special talents. You find it difficult to
think if the colors in your office do not match, or the furniture is somehow not arranged
right. Both at work and home, it is absolutely necessary that your environment is
synchronized with your preferences. You are fulfilled through work, as are all
members of the Moon in Virgo. You are trusted and esteemed by all who knows, you
for your dedication, conscientiousness and sincerity. Do not let work become the be
all and end all for you. You will be less apt to fall into a "been there done that" outlook
of acquiescence if you develop external interests and try to enjoy as many of life's
offerings as possible. Libra-Virgo people often suffer from nervousness and anxiety.

